Mr. Redding of Redding Lane

By Jane Rice

Bet you didn't know who Redding Lane is named for!
Virginia Schirrmeister, who owns an old-time summer camp all the way at the end of Redding Lane, brought in a 1912-1914 album of Mr. Redding's snapshots, and I took the opportunity to scan a few.

She pointed out the gentleman with the white beard as Mr. Redding.
This picture is of their camp.
I think that this one of a lady in a hat in front of a building might be Percy Kelley's sawmill on Rt. 25 by the foot of Kanasatka.

In this close-up there looks like there are some people behind her.
Wondering if the one of the store is Nichols in Center Harbor or somewhere else entirely.

Here is a close-up of their faces.
I think the one on the rocks might be the summit of Red Hill.

Here is a close-up of their faces.
The Island beyond the canoe is Two Mile Island on Winnipesaukee.
Love the bathing suits.

A close-up of their faces.
Here is a close-up of the Lady and dog.